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At a Glance

Services Best Practices

• Collaborative requirements gathering

• Coordinated due diligence

• Internal process work

• Onsite implementation expertise

• External troubleshooting support

• Comprehensive launch planning

• Functional training

• Rapid adoption

• Consistent, on-going communication 
and support

CASE STUDY 

Illumina Partners with Workfront 
Services to Ensure Best-Practices 
Deployment of New Work 
Management Solution

Partnership accelerated transition from a legacy 
system to the Workfront solution and ensures that 
leading biotech company has complete visibility across 
integrated marketing projects.

Ease of use, workflow, and reporting challenges with an existing marketing 
resource-management solution led Illumina to search for a system 
replacement. To address the current and future needs of strategic and 
execution roles across marketing, the company established an internal 
employee task force supported by a steering committee of high-level 
directors. The task force oversaw the requirements gathering, selection, 
training, implementation, and ongoing troubleshooting of a new work-
management solution. The team selected Workfront and incorporated 
best-practice implementation strategies to provide complete visibility into 
integrated campaign projects, improved cross-functional collaboration, and 
increased project reporting capabilities.

Illumina is improving human health by unlocking the power of the genome. 
Its focus on innovation has established Illumina as the global leader in 
DNA sequencing and array-based technologies, serving customers in the 
research, clinical and applied markets. Its products are used for applications 
in life sciences, oncology, reproductive health, agriculture, and other 
emerging segments.

Collaborative Requirements Gathering

The Illumina core team—a task force of six employees involved in project 
request and management processes—began by documenting important 
capabilities that the legacy marketing project system lacked. Those 
requirements formed the basis of a capabilities survey that was distributed 
to 130 users of the previous system. An 85% response rate helped the core 
team prioritize the wish-list requirements into a request-for-information (RFI) 
template to distribute to potential vendors. While not an explicit goal, the 
investment in collaborative requirements gathering would help the team 
accelerate adoption of the new solution.

http://www.illumina.com


“WORKFRONT HAS BEEN AN AMAZING PARTNER THROUGHOUT OUR JOURNEY. I’VE BENEFITTED FROM LEARNING HOW DIFFERENT 
GROUPS ADOPT BEST PRACTICES, FORMING RELATIONSHIPS ACROSS TEAMS, AND HELPING CONSTRUCT A BETTER WAY FOR OUR 
WHOLE ORGANIZATION TO WORK TOGETHER.”

–Lynn Carrier, Associate Director, Content Process and Technology, Illumina
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Coordinated Due Diligence

During the two-week RFI process, Illumina received feedback from a number of work management solution and 
project management tool vendors. Although several had the requested capabilities, Workfront’s timely response 
and breadth of key functions such as resource management, led the biotech company to invite Workfront to 
demonstrate its solution to the core team. The high level of engagement during the in-person presentation led to a 
test Workfront deployment a few weeks later.

“Workfront was among the first to respond to our RFI, earning high marks in each requirement category and for 
additional capabilities, too,” explains Lynn Carrier, associate director of content process and technology at Illumina. 

“What impressed us even more was that Workfront was among the first to respond at every subsequent stage in 
the process—from onsite demonstrations to a test sandbox to troubleshooting issues. This gave us an idea of what 
Workfront’s commitment to on-going support would be; it would be a partnership that we thought would work for us.”

Internal Process Work

Simultaneously, Illumina’s core team was busy identifying questions and documenting critical process steps and 
reports that it wanted the new solution to support; for example, a new project in-take process. The team outlined all 
of the new deliverables in an Excel spreadsheet prior to implementation.

“We did our homework before the implementation because we didn’t want to recreate old issues in a new tool,” 
says Ray Velasco, manager of marketing operations at Illumina.

Onsite Implementation Expertise

After rethinking key marketing processes and contracting with Workfront to deploy the Workfront Work Management 
solution, Illumina was ready for deployment. The core team worked closely with a Workfront implementation expert 
to establish the technical foundations—from flexible templates to workflow approval processes to custom reports—
for each of the deliverables. Six members of the core team attended the annual Workfront Leap conference where 
they gained valuable best practices and process knowledge for work management.

“It was great to have someone from Workfront onsite to show us how we could make the solution do what we 
wanted it to do,” remembers Velasco. “Our implementation expert spent three days describing best practices and 
guiding us so that we could catch the ball and run with it, building our own forms for each group. We did, and soon 
thereafter our work went live.”

http://workfront.com
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External Troubleshooting Support

The biotech leader also established a regular call with Workfront’s technical 
support team. Once a week, Illumina system administrators address 
outstanding issues with the same Workfront support employee. “Our 
weekly troubleshooting call saves us lots of time,” says Carrier. “It has also 
been critical to helping us understand how best to integrate some of our 
other in-cloud services.”

Comprehensive Launch Planning

While the core team was excited about its selection of Workfront, it wanted 
to generate excitement among other users, too.

• Ice cream social – The core team hosted an ice cream social to 
debut the Workfront user interface to the global marketing team. 
Throughout the afternoon, employees stopped by to learn more 
about the roll-out plan and participate in a 30-minute question-and-
answer session. The social provided a casual atmosphere for the 
core team to communicate key details about the implementation 
schedule, including the testing period, targeted user groups, training 
sessions, and go-live dates.

• Weekly pre-launch update emails – To drive excitement levels 
higher, the core team distributed a weekly email to users of 
the legacy system. The communications featured weekly 
accomplishments and coming functionality, as well as opportunities 
for the team to share its excitement about Workfront (“We can’t wait 
for you to see it!”).

• Beach-theme launch party – The week the first Illumina employees 
headed into Workfront training, the core team hosted a campus-
wide, beach-themed launch party. Complete with giveaways such 
as logoed towels, sunglasses, and water bottles, the onsite event 
generated additional excitement across the company for the 
Workfront implementation.

Functional Training

Illumina core team members used the onsite implementation experience 
they gained from Workfront to develop specific training programs for each 
team and functional area. The role-specific training targeted requestors, 
functional project managers, integrated communications management 
project managers, and end users. Illumina core team members spent every 
session addressing specific questions about key processes for each team.

“THE PROMPTNESS OF 
WORKFRONT’S RESPONSES 
WAS INDICATIVE OF THE TYPE 
OF SUPPORT WE RECEIVED 
EARLY ON AND THE TYPE OF 
SUPPORT WE CONTINUE TO 
GET TO THIS DAY.”

–Ray Velasco, Marketing 
Operations Manager, Illumina

http://workfront.com


Devour Your Team’s Work Chaos With Workfront

Meet the King of Work Management. With real-time work planning,  
tracking, collaboration, and reporting, Workfront enables enterprise teams to:

• Drive greater productivity by automating repetitive manual tasks 

• Increase communication and transparency through social-style updates  
and dashboards 

• Reduce project failure with real-time views into project progress and  
resource workloads 

• Provide data-driven insights for constant improvement 
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Rapid Adoption

Illumina rapidly transitioned employees from the legacy system to Workfront. One month after functional training 
was completed, the participation numbers from the new system were identical to those from the legacy system. 

“We immediately got 100% engagement,” says Carrier. “Equal numbers demonstrated to us that the move was 
seamless. That’s both a testament to the way we built it out and how easy Workfront is to use.”

Consistent, On-Going Communication and Support

The core team—which has expanded by just three members since its formation—regularly communicates with 
Illumina employees and partners with Workfront support for services.

• Ambassadors – Members of the core team designated Ambassadors from each functional team to answer 
user questions, which are often training issues. In keeping with the launch beach theme, each Ambassador’s 
work space features a colorful bouncing beach ball.

• Open house meeting – The core team invites anyone with Workfront questions or suggestions to attend a 
weekly meeting to discuss them.

• Core team meeting – The nine-member taskforce continues to meet weekly to address comments, 
questions, and concerns about the work management solution. Often, the content of these meetings sets the 
agenda for the weekly troubleshooting call with Workfront support.

• Weekly post-launch resolution emails – Every 7–to–10 days, the core team distributes an email to all users 
highlighting resolutions to Workfront issues. This email sometimes includes related training aids and screen 
captures.

By selecting the Workfront solution and executing on best-practices implementation strategies, Illumina has gained 
more complete visibility into integrated marketing communications, improved cross-functional collaboration, and 
increased reporting capabilities.

http://workfront.com

